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Review of the recent developments in the two-dimensional

conformal field theory and especially its applications to the

physics of 2D critical phenomena is given. It includes the series

of "minimal Models'* with с < 1 that describe critical and

multicritical points of various 20 statistical systems (in

particular the Ising model, the 3-Suate Potta model and

corresponding tricritical models), and a continuous set of models

with с * 1, describing critical behaviour of many 2D statistical

systems (for example the Ashkin-Teller model). Minimal models,

corresponding to theories invariant under higher symmetries, such

as superconformal theories, parafermionic theories and theories

with current and W-algebras are also discussed. Ncm-haaii ] tonian

approach to two-dimensional field theory is formulated and its

general principles and symmetries are discussed.
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This is the first of series of papers where we review the

recent progress in the conformal field theory, particular Httenvjor

is paid to applications of CFT in two-dimensional criuca;

phenomena. For this reason the survey of literature plarea belov.

rather incomplete; in particular, CFT on Rieinarm surfaces anc •• er .

interesting applications in the* string theory are to'.&ily -•..•: :

the scope. After a general re-view we start to dt-velo;,' •r;n^isif: :

the bootstrap approach to CFT, based on the operator рго.\.-.

algebra. In this issue we formulate the general principles of the-

non-hamiltonian 2D field theory and analyse its symm<;trj tf . The

bootstrap equations, which reflect. the associativity of zhe

operator product algebra, are presented in the general fcria.

J • Conformal field theory r̂.d "D critical

On approaching a second order phase transition pcin* \.h;-

characteristic size of the order parameter fluctuations - tht

correlation length R - infinitely increases. These I', rig raog<

fluctuations, which are responsible for the singular:tie? of the

therniodynamic functions, can be described j r, the language of '

effective field theory; the fine details of the ;m r.rosccp; L

structure of the system become unimportant, ana the ir.t»ractjoi, c' ,V

the fluctuations depends only on the nature of the urde;

and on the value of P . Tht-ье ideas, developed by Kadanoff, Vajaor»,

Patashinskii and Pok^ovskii et. al,. form the basis of th<-

hypcthei-ie of scaling and critical behavior universality (see e.g..

[1,2]). Strictly at the critical point T = T_ the correlation

length is infinite, while the corresponding field theory j.*

and its infrared asymptotic is invariant under the ~cale

к



transformations

(where x are the space coordinates, /J = 1, 2, . .., D), provirled

the various fields 5.» describing the order parameter f lunt.up. t i ons ,

are transformed under (1.1) as follows:

d

I. •* К §^ (1.2)

where the exponents d, are known as the anomalous scale dimensions.

Evaluation of the anomalous dimensions spectrum {'iA is a ccntMi

problem of the theory, since it is these quantities th«t 'iot(rmine

the critical singularities of the thcrmodynami c: function*: !!,2].

The field-theoretic approach to the problem of сгШг,ч1 bchaviur

was developed in the pioneer articles by flribov and Mi.̂ dal i 'Л \ ,

Migdal [4] and Polyakov [5].

At, present the properties of universality find scaling aro best

understood in the language of tht; renormal i zat ion group (see t.-.:4.,

the> surveys (G, 7 | and the ref<?r<?nces IhiTcini . In Ibis approach tlu*

critical singularities correspond to fixed points of Ibis group in

tho "space of effective interactions" S (G,7j. Л fixed point i::, i:i

essence, a field theory which has .symmetry (l.li in all scales. TJie

critical behaviour is determined totally by the ;.h;irn.':t.or i s t. i •.:; of

the cori'espondi ns* fixed point. Tbci ̂ b i i Aftl points v̂ itJi

sufficiently large dimensionality of an "unstable man i fol<j" , t-hic!i

correspond to the so-called "mi.il t icr 11i r.al points", arc <.•••: L ri-ci-.-1 \

difficult to detect in exj^er iir.cn i al s itviat ьопч , tho stud;. of all

fixed points is of interest in principle, as the first stnt,o of n

general analysis of the topol'i'iic.il properties of tho

renormalization group.

In 1970 PoJyakov (8] proposrd the li.v j>ot hê .i :••. lh<ir. t-rit. ica3

fluctuations have conform»! as well as sc;.!.' invKciar.c.-. I'oiif ;,;-m.-i I

trans» f ornir'i t ioris are coorditinto t ffins fo:-:r.;it i cms i.hif-Ь Jc'ivv
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invariant the angle between two vectors at a given point (but may

change their length). In fact, in homogeneous and isotropic

systems, conformal symmetry follows from the scale invariance (1.1)

provided the locality of interactions. Thus, classification of the

fixed points of the renormalization group is equivalent to

construction of all the confornally invariant solutions to the

field theory. Conformal field theory has been studied by many

authors (see surveys [9,10,11]). J

Another important advance was the hypothesis of an algebra of

local fields, put forward independently by Kadanoff [12], Polyakov

[13], and Wilson [14]. One assumes the existence of a "basis" set

of local fields (including the order parameter), presuming that any

fluctuating quantities (for instance, products of order parameter

components at different space points) can be expanded in this

basis. A more precise statement of these "operator product

expansions" hypothesis is given in Section 2.

Polyakov [15] proposed the "bootstrap" approach to the

conformal field theory which combines the conformal invariance and

the existence of a closed algebra of local fields. In this approach

the Hamiltonian formulation of field theory does not appear

explicitly, and the basic "bootstrap" equations arise from the

associativity of the operator algebra (which is equivalent to

crossing symmetry of the correlation functions). Unfortunately, in

the multidimensional case J) > 2 one does not succeed to "split"

these bootstrap equations on expanding the basis set of fields into

irreducible representations of the conformal group. i

With D > 2 the group of conformal transformations has finite „_ ,.

dimensionality <D+l)(D+2)/2 (in the Euclidean space it is bjr

isomorphic to O(D42)). Conversely, with D = 2 the conformal group

is infinite-dimensional. The corresponding infinite-dimensional

algebra of generators of this symmetry is known in conformal field

theory as a Virasoro algebra; this algebra is familiar in the
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theory of relativistic strings (see e.g., surveys [16-18]).

fact, the theory.of relativistic strings, which has been greatly

developed in the last 20 years starting with the first work on

operator representation of dual amplitudes [19,20], presents

extremely instructive models of two-dimensional conformal field

theory [21-23]. The modern development of two-dimensional coriforiaal

field theory as applied to problems of statistical physics is

largely inspired by the advances in string theory [16-18,24]. It

can be said conversely that the problems of string theory, e.g.,

attempts to reach an understanding of "string physics" outside the

critical dimensionality, as initiated by Polyakov's notable work

[25,26] on covariant quantization of the string, or the question of

the space-time compactification in Green-Schwartz theories of

superstrings [18,27], are a very important challenges to this

development. The modern methods of conformal field theory in string

theory are treated e.g., in surveys [28,29], and also in article

[30] by Knizhnik in the present collection, where references to the

original works may be found.

The expansion in irreducible representations of a Virasoro

algebra (or of larger infinite-dimensionaL algebras, see below)

enables the ba*i> eet of fields in two-dimensional conformai theory

to be described in much detail. Highest weight representations of

Virasoro algebra (it is these representations that arise in

conformal field theory) are studied in detail in the mathematical

literature [31-331. Belavin et. al. [34] showed that, this expansion

permit! one to effectively "diagonalizo" the conformal bootstrap

equations and to find an infinite set of exact solutions to these

equations - tht? "minimal models". Virasoro algebra contains a

numerical parameter, the "central charge" c; the value of this

parameter i« ь very important characteristic of a particular

conformal field theory. The "minimal models" .H(p/q) are numbered by

two coprime integers p > 1, q > 1, while the corresponding values



of the parameter с are

c(p/q) = 1 - (1.3)

and are in the range с < 1. The "minjinal models" are exactly

solvable in a very strong sense: the correlation functions as veil

as the anomalous dimensions of all fields can b« calculated

explicitly. It happens that the simplest "minimal model" .*\'3/4)

describes the well known critical point of the Ising model. J

The role of the unitarity in two-dimensional conformal fjeld »,

theory was explained in the important article by Friodaii, Qui and

Shenker [3£] (see also {36]). The unitarity condition should be-

satisfied for statistical systems with local (interaction of

nearest neighbours) and bounded from below Hamiltonian (to be more

precise, the existence of a self-adjoint transfer-matrix is

sufficient). In conformal field theory the unitarity condition

leads to a selection rule for representations of the Virasoro

algebra: admissible representations must not contain states of

negative norm ("ghosts"). Friedan et. al. [35] showed that ir» the

range с < 1 this condition selects the following discrete series of

values of с (and of the corresponding anomalous dimensions):

(1.4)

which precisely corresponds to the ''minimal models" .*Ap/q) кч'л q -

p+1 , p = 3, 4, 5, ...; it means that these models Ж = Л( p/ j ]••» 1 ) )

exhaust all the unitary solutions to conformai field theory with с

< 1. The rest "minimal models" J'.ip/q) with q-p > J are not urutary, ;|

Many minimal models can be identified with familiar critical Ш
M

and eulticritical points of tv-o-dimensional statistical systems. 'Щ

Dotsenko [ 37 J showed that the modi'l Л describes the critical

point of the three-state Potts model (which is of the sane

universality class ae the hard hexagon model of Baxter [38j), and

I' "-'1
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Friedan, Qui and Shenker identified the "minimal models" A and

A with the tricritical points of statistical systems with the

Isins; model and the 3-state Potts model symmetries, respectively

(these tricritical points was previously studied in [39,40]}. Huse

[41J showed that the anomalous dimensions in minimal models A
(p)

are the same as the exponents which ars characteristic for the

"ferromagnetic" critical points of exactly solvable RSOS models,

discovered by Andrews, Baxter and Forrester [42].

According to [41], this permits one to interpret models -K ,
( P'

p = 3, 4, 5, as multicritical ("p-1-critical") points of

statistical systems with Ising symmetry. There are other grounds

for thi3 interpretation [43]. Nevertheless, the problem of the

"physical identification" of model3 A (i.e., the problem of

calculating the corresponding universality classes) is

not exhausted; for most of them, even the specific internal

symmetries have not yet been studied. The corresponding problem for

the non-unitary models ^((p/q), q > p+1, is almost entirely open isee

however Cardy [44] about Lie and Young singularity).

Dotsenko and Fateev [45 1 proposed the "interpolation" of
minimal models Ji to arbitrary irrational values of p (the

(P/

minimal models vH(p/q) correspond to rational values of this

parameter) and supposed their connection with critical theory of

statistical systems, obtained by formal continuation of the q-state

Potts model and of the 0(n)-model to non-integral values 0£ql4 and

-21-n<2 (see e.g., [46]/. According to [ 45 J , parameter p is

connected with q or n by the relations /q = 2cos /p+J. and n =

icos'/p. As p •* -2, a connection arises with the critical behaviour

of self-avoiding polymer chains [47-491 and with the percolation

problem [49.50).

In a sense , we can interpret с as a.measure of the effective

number of degrees of freedom with large-scale fluctuations at a

given critical point. It is therefore natural to expect that the
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renormalization group fixed points will be the aore stable, the

smaller the corresponding value of c. As the central charge of the

Virasoro algebra, с is defined at fixed points only. It may,

however, be "continued" to other points of the "spac<? of effective

interactions" S, i.e., we can introduce the function c(g), where g

is a point of S, which gives at any fixed point ĝ , the

corresponding central charge: с е c(g ). Under the action of

re-normalization group transformations g(t), the quantity c(g) j

obviously becomes a function of the group parameter: e(g(t)) =

c(t). In unitary continuous theory, c(g) decreases monotonically

under the action of these transformations, i.e.,~c(t) £ 0, the
dt

equality being satisfied only at the fixed points, [51,52]. Thus,

ordering of the fixed points in accordance with the с value

corresponds to ordering the» according to the degree of

renormaIization group stability.

The minimal models all have с < 1. The value e e l corresponds

to a free massless boson field, i.e., to a Gaussian fixed point.

This theory contains one parameter (which can be interpreted as the

"compact!fieation radius" of the field *>), while the critical

exponents depend continuously on this parameter, so that we are

dealing here with a line of fixed points. This line describes the

critical lines of the Ashkin-Teller model [53] and of Baxter

eight-vertex model (54]. In [55,56] a one parameter solution of the

conformal bootstrap equations for spin correlations in the

Ashkin-Teller model is constructed. As p •* flu, the points Л

condense to a special point of this critical line. \

The conformal bootstrap as proposed in [34] is "local" in the ,!;!

sense that it is based on local operator product expansions. Cardy v>

[571 proposed an alternative bootstrap program - the "modular i
f
•'

bootstrap". (The idea of mo<ii<:»r bootstrap was put forward v

indopomlt'nt ly by Knizhnik in 1!>84). One can consider a statistical

system in a rectangular ( or parallelogram-shaped) domain of size



s
LxT, with periodic boundary conditions (in fact, this is ug^a' 3tep

in thr> statistical mechanics; one then passes to r.r? timir. as L,T -»

CD keeping T/L fixed). This domain has the torus topology wi'.r. --

Weierstraas parameter [581 T (Г s IT/I, for a rectangle.;. If H ' '

rain (L,T), the partition function is essentia) ly independent -in L

and T and hence on r. Conversely, at a '.:rtt.ical point 9. •* -г, an:i

with finite L, T the partition function exhibits a sant..-

dependence on Г, which ia expressible exp 1I -..• > t i у in terms of

characters of the Virasoro algebra representation.:. It follows frosn

obvious рпузхса! considerations that the parti*.:-;.- function is -i

function of т must be invariant 'jnrier modular r ransf огиа*
 L
an-:

! e. ij < i under the replacement L *-* Ti, This requirement imposes

significant restrictions on the "cor formal content." of the space of

states and provides the basis of the "uoduUr bootstrap" approach.

Several articles (59-67] have dealt with analysis of

two-d imensionai ccnfonnal field theory by *.he modular bootstrap

method. The idea of generalising the modular bootstrap to the case

of surfaces of higher genera was proposed in {63,63).

The conforraal bootstrap approach car. be generalized to the

theories with higher infinite symmetries at a critical point. The

most known examples are superconformal symmetry and symmetry under

the group of currents. By using these and other
 L
nfinite symmetries

one can construct new exact solutions to conforms! field theory ,' in

particular, with с > 1), and thereby describe new fixed poin'a.

Supercon formal field theory was stu(i;*"i in [36 -88 j . The

inf in i te-diaensional algebra of superconf orni« i synmptry vjen̂ rat•-.ra

in field theory - the Neveu-Schwartz-Ramond aljrsra (which is also

well known in string theory [21,22,18]) - contains the Virasoro

algebra as a subalgebra. The basi3 of fields in this theory can be

classified according to the representations of the

Meveu-Schwartz-Ramond algebra. In [56-38] an infinite set of

exactly solvable "ainimal" superconforraaL models ia constructed.
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The u n i t a r v m i n i m a l sut>error: f orniui m o d e l s [ 8 6 ] 5.+. , j• = с ; 4 , ;

(Г >
.... correspond to the values

3 , , 8 . .
C
p 2 '

J
 " plp+2)'

of the Virasoro algebra centre) charge c. The mod?! ,
c :
M , j. s
( J /

equivalent to Л
 A
 end describes the trier л tical pc.:t:t :.f the lsir;g

( 4 !

model which conseauent ly exhibits supersvaimetry ! 8 S ] ; . vhiJe ?..У
i •? »

is p. special case of the Ashkin-Tel 3er cr:t;ca' noic-1. The

"physical interpretation" of supersymnptric. fi>:ed poirt.s ?•.#.. , w.th

p > 4 is essentially an open question (see however Г <5 ? .' ' . iset.-'J-

solvable models with N = 2 extended Bupersymmetry are const r:;ct rrj

in [89-93].

The model of the GxG-invariant principal chiral field with

Wess-Zumino Lagrangian, proposed by Witten [94], Novikov 195} , and

Polyakov and Wiegroann [96], possesses at the fixed point a symmetry

with respect to GxG current algebra, i.e., with respect to the

direct product of the "right" and "left" Kac-Moody algebras G, The

stress tensor of this theory is quadratic in currents and given by

the Sugawara-Sommerfeld construction [97,98]; the Virasoro algebra

belong to the envelope of the Kac-Moody algebra. By using method?

of conformal field theory it is possible to construct the fsact

conformally invariant solution of the Wess-Zumino model at the

infrared fixed point [99]; the corresponding values of i}tk central

charge с are given (for the case of a semi-simpl f? grcv.p G) by

v

where D(G) is the dimensionality of group G, C_ (dt is the quadratic

Casimir operator in the- adjoint represer.tat ion, and к is the

central charge of the Kac-Moody algebra, which takes (in unitary

theory) integer values к = 1, 2, ... . This conformal field theory

was studied in |100-102). Supersymmetric generalization of the
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Wess-Zumino model is possible [103]. The conformally invariant

solution of the Wess-Zumino model can be used to describe the

critical points of one-dimensional Heisenberg spin chains [104].

Goddard, Kent and Olive [105,106] gave an explicit

construction of unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra in

terms of representations of Kac-Moody algebras. If G is a Kac-Moody

algebra, and H a subalgebra in it, while T and T are the

G H

corresponding generators of the Virasoro algebra (i.e., components

of the stress-energy tensor in the Sugawarn-Sommerfeld form), then

the difference T = T -T commutes with all the generators of H and

G n
represents the Virasoro algebra with

с = c("G/H") = c(G,k)-c(H,k' ), (1.7)

where к and k' are the central charges of algebras G and H

respectively. Thus the representation of the Virasoro algebra with

(1.7) arises as a factor of a finitely reducible "basis"

representation of the Kac-Moody algebra G Kith respect to the

corresponding "basis" representation of H С G. These authors found

cases when the representations of. Virasoro algebra thus arising are

finitely reducible and are the same as in the "minimal models" ..il

(P)
(this shows in particular that models Л are unitary). In other

(P).

cases this repreBentation contains an infinite set. of irreducible

representations, which, however, nepd not prevent jt from serving

as a basis for construct.ing a unitary conforaial field theory w: t.h с

> 1. The representations SA and other models !see bolov) can

also be realized by this method. However, with this construction of

solutions, the question of the internal symmetries of the models

usually remains open.

Superconfortnal and Kac-Moody .symmetries are generated by local

currents of spin 3/2 and 1 respectively. Local currents of higher

order spins were considered in [107]. The symmetries generated by

non-local ( "semilocal" ) currents wit)) fractional spins can be also
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studied. In [108] an algebra of "pafrafermion" currents with spins

n(N-n)/N, n = 0, 1, ..., N-l with any N > 2 is constructed; fields

with this spins arise naturally in Z -symmetric statistical systems

N

[109]. In [108] a series of exactly solvable unitary models [Z
M
], N

* 2, 3, ... , is found as representations of an algebra of

"parafermion currents"; the models [Z
U
J are conformally invariant

with

The models fZ ] = A .and [Z ] e -*/
R
i describe critical points of

t̂ ne Ising model and of the 3-state Potts model respectively, and

fZ.] is a special case of the Ashkin-Teller critical model; models

:f2LJ with N > 4 describe "critical bifurcation points
11
 of Z Ising

models [110]; the same universality class is represented by

"'aiitiferromagnetic" critical points of the RSOS models Г42].

Another algebra of spin 4/3 "parafermion currents" [111]

enables one to construct a corresponding series of "minimal" models

p = 3, 4, 5, ... , (1.9)

each of these models having Z -symmetry and "self-duality". Other

3

exactly solvable models with "parafermion symmetries" were

discussed in [112,113]. Models A, . , SA, . and ZA
 v

 are
. <p) . (P) 3 (p)

representatives of an infinite set of aeries of exactly solvable

unitary conformal models Ж.
4
., q г 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., • characterized
(Pi

by

с
P

which can be obtained by means of the Goddard, Kent and Olive

construction [105]; in particular, A, . * ^i*!» S-*
y
 . а- л {

2
| ,

\P) vpj (p) (p)
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Z../K, . = Jt . The corresponding anomalous dimensions are
3 (p) (p)

•etched with the -exponents of the recently discovered hierarchy of

exactly solvable "BSOS-q" lattice models [114-116].

Conformal field theory with higher symmetry, generated by

current of spin 3, was studied in [117J, where the series of

corresponding unitary "minimal models" VA, ,, p = 4, 5, ..., was

3 (p)

found. These models have explicit Z, .symmetry (in particular,

3

W Л з Л ) and are characterized by the central charge values

3 (41 (a)

(1.11)

It taust be said that the geometric meaning of such "symmetries",

generated by non-local currents and currents of higher spins, has

still to he understood.

The construction of the exact eonformal solution corresponding

to a fixed point enables one to develop a perturbation theory and

study the behaviour of the renormaiization ^roup in a neighborhood

of this point. Preliminary results of this kind were obtained n

[51,52, l'>! .

The H U B of the present aeries of papers is to treat

systematically the main. iiieas anci methods of the cor. formal

••.oct.scrap ;n r.w.j-tiimens; onii fiel.i theory, while the present .-survey

!• •.s rnucn in common with the recent surveys by Cacdy {ТО]. Fr.ied.an

:n-.i vhenker [23| «r.d Tudorov i " 1 -
!
 , we shall not хаке <ietaii°'i

npanscns, but merely гсшагк that we nave trieu to pay as ma;::

ir.tor.ti.cn аз possible to the tecrmicm side of the business, зс

- п.а ч •>;•? rfsider can understand the и а т computational :»vu'«s

wi'hcut referring to the oriijinai articles. At the sane time, we

nave not touched on some important trends, intensely studied in

recent years; these include the application of methods of cont'oraial

fi^id theory for covariant 'juanti zsit ion of strings and supers trings

172-811; this topic is discussed, in particular, in survey oy

in the present collection. We have also largely ignored
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conformal field theory with symmetry generated by Kac-Moody current

algebras and the conforma]ly invariant solutions of the Wess-Zumino

models; in this connection, the approach of Goddard, Kent and Olive

[105,106] and the related results of [116,120,121], have net

received their rightful consideration. It seems to us that this

range of topics delivers a separate survey. Finally, an important

trend, namely, the study of critical phenomena connected with the

presence of boundaries, by the methods of conformal field theory,

initiated by Cardy 182] and developed in [83-85], is outside the

scope of our survey (see survey by Cardy [70]}.

2. Algebra of local fields

The main object of field theory is the set of correlation

functions of mutually local fields A.(x):

(2.1)

We shall be dealing with two-dimensional Euclidean theory, so thai,
2

x <S [R . In the Lagrangian approach
i

do-fined by the functional integrals

2

s. "S №. . In the Lagrangian approach the correlation functions
i

/A tx, >...-V
х
*

)e
*p*'

Hl
^We

 i2
-

2)

9

where <p is a set of "funda«ental fields", Hip] = /3?(f(x),<? ?J(x))d x

is the- local action, and A.<x) are local functions of f-lx)
 a n

^ of

derivatives 9 *?, д д 'р, etc- It is understood in (2.2) that H[<f-]

includes a tens ensuring normalization of the distribution

function, hence the factor Z is not written. ff the action

density 9f is given, the expression (2.2) is known to be very useful

tool when analyzing sy«nn»tries of the theory and when constructing

a perturbation theory. At th** same time, explicit evaluation of

integrals (2.2} is usually difficult. In addition, in many
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interesting cases, tbe representation (2.2) for the correlation

functions (2.1)' is unknown. We shall therefore use another

formulation of the field theory, which does not use explicitly

expressions (2.2>, but is directly based on the "bootstrap"

equations for the correlation functions. The bootstrap approach

below is based on the ideas of Polyakov [13], Kadanoff [12], and

Wilson Г14) about the existence of an algebra of local fields; this

approach received its developed formulation (for the case of

conforaal field theory) in [15]. Let us emphasize that to our

knowledge there are no strict proof of the basic proposition of

this approach (the operator algebra) in the Lagrangian field theory

frame, so that the equivalence of the bootstrap equations and (2.2)

is a hypothesis. We shall not discuss here the interesting question

as to whether operator expansions can be derived from the standard

axioms of field theory (119].

In the non-Lagrangian formulation, the ter* "local fields" for

symbols A.(x) in (2.1) implies simply certain conditions on the
1
 2

analytic properties of functions (2.1). Let IF \{x } denote the

Euclidean plane with the set of punctured points {x }. Then (2.1)

is a real analytic function of any of variables x. in К \{x.,j*i},

which is single-valued on this domain and takes values in С Since

linear operations preserve this property, the fields A. can be

regarded as elements of a vector space .4 . Thus the N-point

functions (2.1) are K-linear mappings of the tensor product
jt tost Л.. .erf into the space of functions with these analytic
1 2 N

properties. We assume that s! is an infinite-dimensional space which

admits the countable basis {A., j = 0, 1, . . . } . The set of fields -*f

J

is "complete" in the sense specified below. In Lagrangian theory, J*

can include, apart from the "fundamental" fields p, any composite

fields like :$>":, id pp :, :д рО рр г etc. In the present approach,

j** replaces the traditional space of states.

(В) (F)
Space Jf admits the decomposition Jf = si bsi into subspaces
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of Bose and Fermi fields. Bose (Fermi) fields are commutative

(anti-commutative), i.e..

t
 ( X j ^ U

2
> = A,, (x

2
)A

1
 (Xj) (2.3)

(B) (F) (B) (F)
Here, A and A are elements of JU ami $ . Thc;se and

similar relations below for the fields are understood as relations

between correlation functions, e.g.,

where X and Y are any products of fields of •&, e.g.,

X = А^ (у^А^ {.v)...Â  (y
N
) (2.4)

There is a special vector I (identity operator) in A
1
, character i-iud

by the equation

<I X> = <X> (2.5)

It is convenient to chose the basis {A.} in .« in such a way that A

= I, and

<A .> = 0 for j * 0 (2.6)

We put also .

= 1, (2.7)

the choice of a different fonsf.uit. in (2.7) would simply lead to

mul t i pi i «-nfci on of ?л 1 1 the corrnlfttion functions (2.1) by this
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constant.

Henceforth it is convenient to use complex coordinates (z,z)

in (R
2

z = x
l
+ix

2
; z = x

1
-ix

2
, (2.8)

1 2
where (x ,x ) are Cartesian coordinates on the plane. Thus x. in

(2.1) denotes the pair г., z., and A(x.) = A(z ,z.). .

The linear operators б and d- act in space si. By definition,

z z

<X 0 A(z,z) У> = /
я
 <Х A(z,z) Y>

dZ
 (2.9)

<X d-A(z.z) Y> = /
Л
-<Х A<z,z> Y>

Z uZ

It is sometimes convenient to use the notation

P = д ; P = д- (2.10)

z z

Obviously, PI я PI a 0. The following relation is equivalent to the

above claimed analyticity of the correlation functions

'X n - m

I
here z s z -z , z = z -z . This relation connects the

12 l < s 1^ 1 ^

correlation functions <А(г,,г )X> and <A(z ,z )X>» it being assumed

that series (2.11) is convergent if |z j< min J Z
(
- Z i, where

•_=i N

г., z. are the complex coordinates of points y. in (2.4), and

!z|=(zz)
1 / 2

.

Space si forms an algebra with respect to operator expansions

[12-15]. In fact, the product of any basis vectors А.,А, -г я! can be

expanded in the basis as follows:



where C..(x ,x ) are C-v»lued coefficients, which we call the
1J 1 2

structure functions of the operator algebra. Again equation (2.12)

is understood as a set of relations between the correlation

functions

x> = E W V < A k ( V x><

1С

(2.13)

where X is a product (2.4), and functions C.. are the заве for any

X. We assume that the series on the right hand side of (2.13) is

converfent if |x -x
o
i < min jx_-y.I• In the particular case A. =

1 2 it i j
1=1,...Ы

I, (2.13) reduces to the Taylor expansion (2.11).

In the spatially homogeneous theory (which is considered here;

the structure functions depend only on the coordinate differences:
к к

С. .(x ;x )= С. .(x -x ); we are consequently dealing with a set of
ij 1 2 ij l ы

к к ~
functions of two variables С. Ах)- С .(z,z). 411 the claims about

x j l j

the analytic properties of correlation functions (2.1) can be

expressed as corresponding conditions imposed on functions

к к
С..(x).In fact, С..(х) are single-valued analytic functions of x in

К \{0}; at x = 0 these functions in general have singularities.

The operator expansions for Bose and Fermi fields satisfy

obvious selection rules, which may be written as

It is sometimes convenient to arrange basis in si separating

the derivatives {A.} = {Р
П
Р
 И
 § , п,я=0,1,..., 2=0,1,...}. Then,

j a

(2.12) can be written as

A
1
(s,i)A.(0,0) =

J

00

Z £
a n.m=o

"$a(0,0) (2.15)
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Comparing (2.15) with the commutation relations (2.3), we- can

easily obtain the- simple relations

C
a
.(z,ijP,P) = + e

Z P
e

z P
C?.<-z,-z|P,P), (2.16)

where

while the minus sign in (2. 1С) refers to the case А ,Л <= .4 , and
i j

the plus sign to other cases.

All the information about the field theory is contained in i lie

structure functions C. .(xi. The rule (2.13) enables any corrc-laiior:

function (2.1) to be evaluated in principle by SUCTCSSIVPIJ

lowering the order of the correlator and reducing it to the

one-point functions (2.6), (2.7). For instance,

<Л.(х)Д.(х)> = С (x) = I) (x) 12.17)

It is important> however, that this procedure can be per formed in

several different ways, by using the "fusion" rule (2.32) in a

different sequence. Obviously, the result must be independent nf

the sequence of successive fusions. In other words, the operator

algebra with defirviri:? relations (2.12) must be associative. This

requirement imposes hard restrictions on the structure functions

С (x). It in expressed by the infinite system of functional
i j

equal ions

where the series on the ritfht and left hand sides are convergent

for | ч | > \K j > )
K

t
~

x
o' * '

n f n c
 !

)r<4Hf
*n

f
- «ppronch, these e<iuat imn

are regarded as the basic dynamic equations. The nssoc i
 !
J t i v i t.y

conditions can be writt-n in e different fnri;. b.y con:: I<1«T ini; th>-
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four-point function

<A (x.)A. (х„)А. (х,)А. (х.)>
J
l
 J l

2
 2 l

3
 3 l

4
 4

This function can be evaluated by applying expansions (2.13) to the

products A. A. and A. A. . Alternatively, we can start with
l
l
 l
2
 г

З
 Х
4

expansions of the products A. A. and A. A. .We then obtain the
X
l *3

 l
Z 4

formal relation

Л c - i < v V D k i ( v x X i
.* , 1 1 Z 3 4

к 1 < 2 ' 1 3 )

k» 1

where D. .(x) are the two-point functions (2.17). Of course, the
* J

series on the right and left hand sides of (2.19) do not in general

have a common convergence domain and we have to treat (2.19) in the

sense of analytic continuation.

In principle, a field theory could be constructed by solving

these equations. In practice, for this purpose we need to find a

convenient description of space si. In Section 4 we shall describe

the structure of the space it of conformally invariant field theory

in terms of representations of the infinite-dimensional conformal

group. This classification of fields enables a number of exact

solutions of eqs.(2.19) to be found.

Euclidean invariance of field theory is ensured by the

following condition. Space jt contains the symmetric stress

tensor Г (x) = T (x), which satisfies the conservation equation

д Т (x) = 0 i.e.» the equation

9 <T?ix\ X> » 0

2
holds for all x € R \{y.}» where y. are the points indicated in

(2.4). In coordinates (2.8) we have following three independent

M
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components

T = T ; Т = Т—; в = -Т - . (2.20)
ЪЪ 2.Z ZZ

In this notation the conservation equations for T have the fora

d-T(z.z) = ae(z,z); S-Slz.z) = #T(z,z) (2.21)
a z z z

It follows from eqs. (2.21) that the contour integral

vvV-'-WV'- (2.22)

performed over any contour С in 0? \{z.,z.}, remains unchanged under

any continuous deformation of the contour in this domain. 7h<>

integral (2.22) over a small contour С = С. around the point.

(z.,7- }, is expressible in tersns of the derivative
l i

/dz.<A (z ,z )...A fz ,z )>. The integral obtained bv the
l 1 1 1 N N N

replacement z *~* z, T *-» T n»tiiral3y has tho same property. »h.4t

has been said car» be expressed by the relations

§ < [ т ^ С > Г е г С °
С

( 2 . 2 3 )

С

We obtain directly from (2.25) the equation

-(zT 4 гв) я д (гТ + z€>) !2.24i
г z

and i t is clear that the integral
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с

has properties similar to (2.22!. We define the spin operator S:

-• J* by the equation

SA(z.z) =

С • Z. 26 i

C) - (С-вТв(СС))

It is easy to calculate the commutation relations between operators

(2.23) and (2.26):

fP.Pj = 0; [P,3j = P; [P.Sj = P . (2.27!

The space 4 splits into cigenspaces of operator S; Jf = *4 , where

§:4 s sjf' . We assuee henceforth that the Dasia [A } xs choeen in

J

3uch a way that

SA = з A : !2.2S)
j J '

the number s. Is called the spin of field A.. It is clear from
J J

(2.27) that

P : ^ S I . ^ ; S + 1 ! ; P : / S > + Л1*1*, < 2 . 29 >

зо t h a t , e .g . , the f ie ld P A is of 3pin s .+n.
j .3

If the contour G in (2.22) and (2.25) is chosen зо аз to

« b r a c e all the points i z , z ) , i = 1, 2, •-., N, and the
i i

correlator <T'""{x) X> is аззишей to decrease sufficiently fast as x

-• oo, these integrals vanish. W« obtain the following relations,

which express the Euclidean invariance of the correlation function»

Ш
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<X> = ) <X> = 0
As.

( 2 . 3 0 )

- Я,V r a -a \
> | 2 /» - z / . - • i <X> e

.L *• i oz. i az. i '
v=i i i

where X is the product. (2.4) with y. = (z.,z.), and s. is the spin

of the field A.(y.>- In the particular case of the two-point

function egs.(2.30) lead to

< A . { z T z ) A . ( 0 , 0 ) > = eliB\*Bi>ef D . A r ) , ( 2 . 3 1 ;
i j I j

where (&,r) are polar coordinate» z = r exp(ic), z = r expf-i*),

end D.,(T) are certain functions of radial distance r. Comparing

(2.31) with the commutation rules (2.3), we «ее that the spins s.

can only take integral (for Вове fields) or half-integral (for

• *<">; V
F
> = « ,

acZ seZ+1/2
Fermi f i e l d s ) v a l u e s , i . e . , ^ ( B > = • J*{e); j * ( F > = * rf(s)

Obviously, SI = 0, and

ST = 2T; S© = Oj ST s -2T . (2.32)

It is easily shown in the same way as for (2.31) that

„k , , i (a +s -в, )cr к . . , „ „ „.

С. .(x) = e i j к С (r> (2.33)

V> s h a l l assume t h a t t h e f i e l d t h e o r y i a i n v a r i a n t under t h e

1 2 1 2 ~ ~
spAiia.1 r e f l e c t i o n (x ,x ) •• (x , - x ) , i . e . , ( z , z ) •• (z,z). T h i s

mean* t h a t i n s p a c e it t h e r e e x i s t s t h e C- l ine&r i n v o l u t i o n Jt -» Jtf,

which w« d e n o t e by bar, i . e . , A - » A ; A e j f , A = A, and
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А.(х)А.<0) = Г С
к
.(х)А(О), (2.34)

J £ и
к ~~

where C. (x) are the structure functions in (2.12), and x = (z,z)
U

if x = fz,z). The bar over T in (2.20) has precisely this meaning.

In space ft there exists the C-antilinear involution A •» A ;

A •= sf, with the property

A
+
(0)A

+
(x) = £ fck.(.x)]*A+(O) (2.35) •"'

j l £ »• IJ J к

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation. Obviously, a

real basis {A.} can always be chosen in si, i.e., A. = A. (though

this is not always convenient); then,

[C
k
.(x)]* = C^.(x) (2.36)

The fields (2.20) are "self-conjugated" i.e.,

T
+
 = T; 0

+
 = 0; T

+
 = T . (2.37)

The two-point functions

(A.,A.)
n
 = <A

+
(iR,-iR)A.(0,0)> (2.38)

with any fixed real R, define a Hermitian bilinear form in tf and

consequently specify in J# a (R-dependent) metric. The» equation

W R J 1 R i

i
is satisfied due to translational invariance of the theory. i

A
Another important property, namely positivity, is also ;'

postulated in field theory. In fact, the metric <2.38) (with any RJ

must be positive definite (see e.g., 1123]). This property by no

means follows from the operator algebra and eqs.!2.18). It is -
;
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there-fore an additional principle that, selects suitable solutions

of the associttavity conditions (2.18). The power of this

tc-jUi remer.t wae demonstrated in [35]. The following should be said,

however. Tfip positi
v
ity condition has to be satisfied e.g., in

Lagrangjnn field theory {2.2), if the action density X contains

first orrii'r derivatives of p only (and no higher derivatives) and

if it is a real function of f> and 6 p bounded from below. It can be

shown that the poeitivity condition is satisfied in statistical

syatenis which can be described by e self-conjugated transfer

matrix. At the same time, there are many interesting systems in

statistical physics which are not described in this way and for

which the positivit^ condition is definitely not satisfied. It

аакеь therefore sense in general case to consider a field theory

without the pobitivity condition. Positivity then plays the role of

an additional criterion to «elect solutions suitable for

«statistical eystems of special type. It is this point, от" view that

we maintain below. A field theory will be called unitary if it

uatiefies the above positivity principle; otherwise, it. is called

non-univary.

We remarked above that a field theory is fully described by

the correlation function» (or operator algebra) of a "complete" set

of ULitual).у local fields. In many particular problems, however, it

proves useful to extend the space of fields by adding to it

nonlocHi fitlds of a certain type. Mutually nonlocal fields differ

froa local ones in that the corresponding correlation functions

(2.1) sre not in general single-valued functions of the variables

x.. The properties of relative locality of euch fields * (x)
i a

therefore determine the monodromy propertiee of the correlation

fund ion*

Так* for instance the analytic continuation of the correlation
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function

<.. .* <x)#.,fy). . .> (2.41}
- « ;i

in the variable x along a closed contour С embracine the point y.

У

a* shown in fie- 1< The resuit is another correlation function

y)...> (2.12)

a ft
We agree to denote this fact as follows

a y
 " " a ' ,?

We assume here that there is a ''coraylete"
 s e

t of such mutually

! Ф)
nonlocal fields jf^ with basis {Ф }, which can be viewed es an

extension of space Jf. The fields Ф also form an operator algebra

where the coefficients C' (x) are no longer 3ingle-valued functions
2

of x S R \{0}. Ail the information about the monodromy of the

correlation functions is encoded in the structure functions Сг Лх).

We shall consider here only the simplest version of such nonlocal

fields. We assume that the basis vectors Ф in ri can be chosen
•a

in such a way that, for all a. , a , we have

'*„ (C x)* (y) = * (xj* (yj =
"1 " 2 1 2

,A >)* {х)Ф_
1 2

(2.45)

where y(a ,a ) = ¥'(<*,&) are real пиаЬегз {defined up to an

integer), called the relative locality exponents of fields * ,

¥ . In other words, the correlation functions (2.40J are
a
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single-valued up to a phase factors.

Nonlocal fields of this type, which we shall call "semi-Icna]"

(or so»etii»es "paraferinionic" ) arise naturally in many

two-dimensional systems. The most familiar examples are order

parameters c(x! and disorder parameters ju(x) in the two-dimensional

lsing Model [124,125]. There are similar fields in the Z -Ising

models {109]. Fields with this locality properties play an

important role in the theory of holonomic quantum fields, as

developed by Sato, Miwa and Jimbo (126} (in this paper fields with

more complex properties of relative locality are considered as

well). String theory offers many other examples [18,22,28,30].

The fields * and * are mutually local if r(a ,a )= о (mod
а в

 *
 2

Z ) . The field * is local if у(а,а)= О (mod 2 ) . It is assumed that
a

the stress tensor components (2.20) are local with respect to all
/ft»

fields of Jf ', of course this is also true for the identity

operator. Let us mention some simple general properties of

"semi-local" fields. If Ф is a field appearing in the

operator expansion

Ф, * s ... • С *
 2
 # • ... (2.46)

then for any I' the exponents of relative locality are connected

by the relation

,oi ) (mod 2) (2.47)

In particular, if the correlation function <Ф Ф > is nonzero, ?

^ °2 I
then /(o«,,«,) • ?(«,.»,) = 0. I

(*) v

We assume that space d can be generated by "fusions" of two •;

semi-local fields * and **, where / = / ( * , * ) - ->(*,*.), while I

• ('t) *

<* • > * 0. Then it follows from the above relations that M f

il
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splits into subspaces sS - 9jt , characterized by the "charge"
n

a
value n = 0, 11, . .., where for any two fields Ф S si , $ <s ji the

R n m m
exponent of relative locality is y(n,m) = nmy, and I <~ si , 4. « jrf. ,

0 1 i
$ € J$ . The "charge" is additive in the sense that operaLor
& £

expansions (2.44) satisfy the selection rule

Ф * € Si (2-48)
n m n+m

If у is a rational number, i.e., yi! - 0 (mod 2 ) , with integer .4,

then the number of subspaces si is finite (and equal to N), while
n

the "charge" n is defined modulo U. The operator algebra arising in

this case is associated with group Z .

Notice that the spins of the semi-local fields Ф are related

in 3imple way to the exponents of relative locality. For instance,

in the above example of the field Ф esf , we have the spins

n n

s = ^ yn
2
 (mod Z/2) (2.49)

n 2

In particular, the subspace si contains only mutually local fields

with integer or half-integer spins.

The operator algebra si always contains a subalgebra Ju с

Jf of mutually local fields. It must be said, that given .яГ

there can exist several different subalgebras of local fields Л

si , ..., where fields in si' are in general nonlocal with

respect to fields of si , etc. Strictly speaking, in this case

( Z)

J*. and si are different field theories and can have a different

physical interpretation. Nevertheless, the theories si and .̂'. ̂

have to be regarded as different "local sections" of the same theorj-

si
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